Seismic Imaging of Upper Crustal Structure Using Travel Times From the PASSCAL Ouachita Experiment
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A first arrival travel time inversion applied to the 1986 PASSCAL Ouachita experiment has been used to image upper crustal structure. Twenty-one shot points every 10 km were recorded along two 100-km-long segments with 400 seismographs on each segment. A splined velocity model parameterization allowed for the inversion of laterally inhomogeneous models but not velocity discontinuities. Over 800 travel times were used in the inversion with a variable data covariance weighting. The multiple source nature of the experiment design allowed the use of reciprocity relationships among the 21 shot points to enhance data correlation. A succession of models with velocities specified at 30, 90, 171, and 221 nodes were inverted for whose horizontal node spacing decreased from 100 to 12.5 km in the final 221 node model. Vertical node spacings of 3.0 and 1.5 km were used. The results of the inversions indicate changes in depth of isovelocity lines which are interpreted as Triassic fault structure based on nearby well data. The final RMS travel time residual is 0.045 s. Resolution using first arrivals deteriorates rapidly below 9 km depth. Three distinct velocity gradients can be correlated with geologic units. Surface exposed Cretaceous and Jurassic sediments with velocities from 2.0 to 3.5 km/s extend to 1.5 km depth. Triassic rift fill sediments, which do not outcrop, have inverted velocities ranging from 3.5 to 4.75 km/s between depths of 1.5-3.0 km. Paleozoic sediments are imaged by a decreased velocity gradient below a depth of 3.0 km. Lack of resolution at depths greater than 9 km necessitates detailed modeling of wide-angle reflected phases to further constrain deeper crustal structure.

INTRODUCTION

Imaging crustal structure from surface seismic observations has led to the development of new techniques and experiment design. Simultaneous inversion of earthquake data for velocity structure and hypocenter have been implemented by numerous authors [Wesson, 1971; Aki and Lee, 1976; Pavlis and Booker, 1980; Thurber, 1983]. More recently, Huang et al. [1986] implemented an inversion of refraction and reflection travel times. The design of the 1986 PASSCAL Ouachita Lithospheric Seismology experiment shown in Figures 1 and 2 featured close station spacing and multiple sources to allow for imaging of the earth's crust by travel time, amplitude, and waveform techniques using reflection and refraction information. In this paper, a first arrival travel time method is described and applied to the PASSCAL Ouachita experiment.

The study area of the PASSCAL Ouachita experiment is along a major Paleozoic convergent continental margin shown in Figure 1. The experiment overlays the southern third of a COCORP reflection profile across the Ouachita Mountains and the Benton uplift in Arkansas. Four hundred seismographs were deployed in two separate profiles each 100 km in length. The 21 explosive sources of the experiment, shown in Figure 2, were at an average interval of 10 km along the profile and allowed the recording of near-vertical offset information as well as refracted and wide-angle reflected information. The experiment design, a prototype of future PASSCAL experiments, is an attempt to image crustal structure on the scale of geologic interest. The location of the experiment improves velocity control for the COCORP Ouachita experiment and the determination of deep crustal structure associated with the southern midcontinent convergent plate margin.

A first arrival travel time inversion has been used to model the PASSCAL Ouachita data set and complement other forward modeling and reflection processing based studies. Advantages of a first arrival inversion include increased velocity control, assuming that first arrivals are clearly discernible, as well as estimation of model resolution and model parameter errors. The inversion requires only correlations of first arrivals and covariance weights to produce an inverted model eliminating the trial and error process of forward modeling. The multiplicity of sources provides the necessary ray coverage to adequately image subsurface structure.

Cultural noise in the data necessitates the use of reciprocity relationships amongst the 21 shot points to facilitate travel time picks. Consequently, a covariance weighted inversion scheme has been used to weight the data according to an estimate of its uncertainty. A series of models with an increasing number of nodes are inverted for in an effort to delineate subsurface fault structures, to match first arrival travel time information and to estimate both model resolution and model parameter covariance.

TRAVEL TIME INVERSION

Until recently, seismologists have analyzed refraction profiles by the calculation of flat and dipping layer earth models. Steinhardt and Meyer [1961] provide formulas for the estimation of standard error of model parameters for such models. Advances in theoretical techniques and their computer implementation have led to analysis based on accurate forward modeling of refracted travel time data. Many authors have pointed out the nonuniqueness of such modeling and the need for their refinement by the utilization of amplitude information [e.g., Healy, 1963; Fuchs, 1970; Braile and Smith, 1975 and Banda et al., 1982]. For all the good points of forward modeling, there are also drawbacks. The time and manpower needed to coordinate modeling of multiple source large experiments are considerable. After modeling, error bounds on model parameters can only be estimated by using a Monte Carlo approach. Different model parameterizations and individual
Fig. 1. Tectonic setting of the PASSCAL Ouachita lithospheric seismic experiment. Figure from Plappert [1987].

researcher methodology create an a priori subjectivity inherent in forward modeling [Mooney and Prodehl, 1984]. It is useful to complement forward modeling with less subjective methods of analysis which also allow the systematic estimation of model error. Aki et al. [1976] were among the first to implement a three-dimensional travel time inversion using teleseismic data which was both objective and allowed calculation of resolution and model error.

A variety of velocity model parameterizations have been used to invert travel time data. Aki and Lee [1976] implemented block models with constant velocities in each block. Other parameterizations include analytical equations [Wesson, 1971], polynomial coefficients [Firbas, 1981], regions of constant velocity gradient [Whittal and Clowes, 1979], and a regular grid system with velocities specified at each node point [Thurber, 1983]. Researchers who have applied these methods to refraction data from explosive sources include Anten et al. [1986], Benz and Smith [1984], Elbrong [1984], Huang et al. [1986], Kanasewicj and Chiu [1985], and Spence et al. [1985].

The method of parameterization used in this paper is a bicubic spline interpolation of an arbitrary rectangular grid of velocity nodes. This parameterization, standard on forward model ray codes based on the ray theoretical development of Cerveny et al. [1977], facilitates the calculation of amplitudes as well as amplitude derivatives [see Nowack and Lutter, 1988a]. As implemented in this paper, this parameterization does not include discontinuities in the velocity model. The addition of interfaces would allow the use of additional reflected information [see Bishop et al., 1985; Nowack and Lyslo, 1990; Lutter and Nowack, this issue].

Travel time inversion is a nonlinear problem which can be linearized to obtain an iterative solution of the equation

$$ A m = d $$

where $A$ is the partial derivative matrix, $m$ is the model parameter correction vector, and $d$ is the data residual vector. Partial derivatives of travel time with respect to velocity are calculated by velocity node perturbation using Fermat's principle:

$$ \frac{\partial T}{\partial V_N} = -\int_{s_0}^{s} v^2(x) \frac{\partial v}{\partial V_N} ds $$

(2)

where $v$ is the velocity of the unperturbed model along the ray, $\partial v/\partial V_N$ is the change in the velocity along the ray due to a perturbation of a velocity at a model node point, and $ds$ is the arc length along the unperturbed ray. The integral expression in (2) is evaluated numerically from $s_0$ to $s$, the source and receiver positions for each ray. Using a single raytrace, the partial derivatives for $V_N$, the velocities at $n$ model node points, can be calculated from (2). The linearized system can then be written

$$ \frac{\partial T_i}{\partial V_j} \delta V_j = \delta T_i $$

(3)

for $i = 1, m$ rays, and $j = 1, n$ velocity nodes. Source and receiver site corrections could be included but have not been used in this study.

The partial derivative matrix is sparse, and thus a sparse matrix least squares method has been used for the inversion [Paige and Saunders, 1982]. The Paige-Saunders algorithm is a conjugate-gradient method requiring in general $n$ evaluations of the gradient of the function to reach the minimum of an $n$-dimensional quadratic form. Repeated cycles converge quadratically for nonquadratic forms. The method allows the introduction of damping and compares favorably with other methods for solving large tomographic systems [Nolet, 1985].
The introduction of damping allows the solution of the damped least squares equation
\[ [A_d] [m] = \begin{bmatrix} d \\ 0 \end{bmatrix} \] (4)

In the normal equation form, the solution can be written
\[ m = (A^T A + \varepsilon^2 I)^{-1} A^T d \] (5)

For the maximum likelihood or stochastic inverse, the solution takes the form
\[ m = A^{-1} d, \]
where
\[ A^{-1} = (A^T C_d^{-1} A + C_w^{-1})^{-1} A^T C_d^{-1} \] (6)

where \( C_w \) is the a priori model covariance and \( C_d \) is the estimated data covariance.

Assuming \( C_d = \sigma_d^2 I \) and \( C_w = \sigma_w^2 I \), the stochastic inverse reduces to (5) with \( \varepsilon^2 \) given by [see Aki and Richards, 1980]
\[ \varepsilon^2 = \frac{\sigma_d^2}{\sigma_w^2} \] (7)

The damping parameter \( \varepsilon \) must be chosen to minimize the trade-off curve between spread of resolution and size of covariance [Menke, 1984]. If the model parameterization is continuous (infinitely fine discretization) the trade-off curves are monotonic and asymptotic with respect to resolution and variance. However, sufficiently fine discretization maintains these trade-off curve characteristics [Menke, 1984]. Jordan [1972] has shown that the stochastic inverse lies on the optimal point of the trade-off curve [Aki and Richards, 1980].

The iteration of the linearized inversion is continued until a stopping criteria based on an \( F \) test is met [Menke, 1984]. The ratio used in the \( F \) test is a function of relative error between the different observations, the number of observations, and the number of model parameters for two distinct models. The significance of improved model fit resulting from each inversion iteration is tested at a 5% significance level.

Model resolution and standard deviation of model parameters are calculated separately from the Paige-Saunders algorithm. The resolution matrix filters the true earth model parameters to give the estimated model parameters \( m = R m_{true} \) where
\[ R = A^{-1} = (A^T C_d^{-1} A + C_w^{-1})^{-1} A^T C_d^{-1} A \] (8)

The a posteriori model covariance is usually expressed as

The tectonic intricateness and COCORP Ouachita profile interpretations have motivated the placement of the PASSCAL Ouachita experiment profile to overlap the southern one third of the COCORP profile. This allows for improved velocity control and imaging of deeper crustal structures associated with the COCORP interpretations.

**PASSCAL OUACHITA EXPERIMENT**

The PASSCAL Ouachita experiment was a prototype experiment whose design featured sufficient sensors, 400 seismic group recorders on loan from Amoco Production Company, and station spacings of 0.25 km to avoid spatial aliasing. Two 100-km-long segments were deployed. Large shots with over 2000 lbs of explosives were positioned every 50 km (shot points 1.5, 7, 11, 16, and 21). However, only profiles 1.5 and 16 recorded usable energy along the entire 200-km length of the experiment. Smaller shots were positioned every 10 km to record near-vertical incidence reflected energy, wide-angle reflected energy and refracted energy.

The clarity of first arrivals from shot profiles over the northern 100 km of the experiment is indicated by profile 5 displayed in Figure 3. Located 34.8 km from the northern end of the experiment, profile 5 has curved first arrival branches with several prominent arcuate travel time delays. Apparent velocities range from 3.5 to 5.7 km/s for distances out to 30 km. Profile 5 north extending to 35 km is smoothly curving with apparent velocities of 4.4 km/s (bb) and 5.7 km/s (cc). Labeled correlations (aa), (bb), and (cc) on profile 5 south, 65 km in length, have apparent velocities of 2.8, 4.6, and 5.3 km/s. Correlations (dd) and (ee) corresponding to a travel time delay between 20 and 30 km have apparent velocities of 4.7 and 5.7 km/s. The 0.7 s travel time delay between 30 and 50 km has an average apparent velocity of 5.0 km/s and is denoted (ff) before increasing to an apparent velocity of 5.8 km/s (gg).

Travel time delays on profile 5 south at 20 and 30 km out to 60 km suggest sediments dipping to the south with either lateral velocity variations or fault structure. The general trend of the 0.7 s travel time delay is observed on profiles 1 south, 4 south, and 6 south at the same absolute position. It is roughly coincident with a gravity minimum gulfward of the interior zone gravity maximum which is associated with Triassic rifting [Kruger and Keller, 1986]. The smaller travel time delays between 20 and 30 km are seen most prominently on profiles 5 south and 4 south.

The discussion of profile 5 is illustrative but not inclusive of shallow crustal features of the PASSCAL Ouachita data set. In contrast to forward modeling where features must be correlated from profile to profile to model arrivals, one need only pick first arrivals to compute a model based on travel time inversion.

**APPLICATION OF INVERSION TO THE PASSCAL TRAVEL TIME DATA**

A 10-km interval between shot points allowed the use of reciprocity relationships between profiles to enhance the...
identification of travel time correlations associated with apparent velocities greater than 5.5 km/s. First arrivals were ambiguous past 40 km from the source on many profiles. Although for low noise data, reciprocity is redundant, this redundancy is a valuable tool to ensure consistent identification of first arrivals in regions with low signal to noise ratio. The extension of reliable correlations into regions of low signal to noise ratio nearly doubles the invertible data and improves the imaging of deeper crustal structure.

The inclusion of data from regions of low signal to noise ratio necessitated the use of weighting in the inversion scheme. First arrival travel times were weighted by assigned data standard deviations. Clear first arrivals were assigned a data standard deviation of 0.025 s (equal to a quarter of the dominant period). Correlatable energy partially obscured by cultural noise which were in agreement with reciprocity relationships were assigned a standard deviation of 0.037 s. Correlations based primarily on reciprocity were given a standard deviation of 0.05 s. This implies that the probability of the true pick being within a 0.2-s window (two standard deviations) is 98%. The use of variable data covariance weighting in the inversion based on these values lowers resolution values by approximately 5-10%. A scaling was then applied in order to use a single damping parameter $\varepsilon$ [see Ellsworth and Koyanagi, 1977].

A damping value of $\varepsilon = 0.5$ used in all inversion runs except model 30 ($\varepsilon = 1.0$) was based on several considerations. Ideally, an $\varepsilon$ value is chosen to minimize the trade-off curve between spread of resolution and size of covariance. However, the knee of the trade-off curve provides a range of possible epsilon values. Empirically, an $\varepsilon$ was chosen as low as possible to improve statistical resolution of model parameterization as measured by the diagonal elements of the resolution matrix while still damping out unwanted oscillations of model parameters. The stochastic interpretation of $\varepsilon$ comes from equation (7) as the ratio of normalized data to model variance. A normalized data error of 0.025 s and an a priori model error of 0.05 km/s results in the $\varepsilon$ value of 0.5.

First arrival times were sampled for all 21 shots with reciprocity points embedded within the set of picks. A one-dimensional spline routine [Cline, 1974] was used to coordinate the set of picks with forward model travel time data at 2- and 4-km intervals. Figure 4 illustrates the travel times and raypaths used in the inversion. The top panel shows approximately 400 of the travel time data points. It also indicates that the velocity model will be slower to the south for the near surface. The ray coverage displayed in the bottom panel illustrates that model resolution and ray hit count will be best for portions of the model shallower than 9 km.

Two sets of inversions were run. A starting model with a homogeneous velocity gradient with velocities of 4, 5, 6, and 6.5 km/s at 0, 4, 8, and 16 km was used for the first set of inversions. Clear first arrivals which were correlatable without invoking reciprocity were inverted in a series of models which sequentially halved either vertical or horizontal node spacing. No velocity discontinuities were allowed in these models due to...
the splined velocity parameterization. One of these models shown in Figure 5 was then used as a starting model for the second set of inversions which included data covariance weighting and the extended data set of first arrivals. Contours are isovelocity lines at 0.5 km/s intervals. Velocities were specified on a 30-node rectangular grid of points. Horizontal nodes were positioned at 0, 100, and 200 km. Vertical nodes were positioned every 3 km to a depth of 27 km. The upper 6 km kept from the original inversion model are flat layered between 100 and 200 km and dip to the south between 0 and 100 km. At depths greater than 6 km a homogeneous velocity gradient with velocities of 6.1, 6.6, and 7.0 km/s at depths of 9, 12, and 24 km, respectively, was initially used.

A series of inversions were then run where the starting model for one inversion was the final model of the previous inversion. For example, the final model for the 30-node inversion just described was used as the starting model for a 90-node inversion with horizontal nodes every 25 km and vertical nodes maintained at 3 km in a rectangular grid. Node intervals were then halved vertically and horizontally in order to improve spatial resolution of model structure. Models were smoothed and splined to build a larger node model from a smaller node model. Vertical node spacing was halved to 1.5 km to generate a 171-node model. A further reduction of horizontal node spacing to 12.5 km was made in a 221-node model. Depths below 18 km were fixed to the respective velocity values of the 171-node model. Over 800 data points at 2-km intervals were used in the final inversion. The progression of model features, travel time fit, and resolution will be discussed for the 90-node and 221-node inversion.

In general, both models have similar features, with model 221 providing better near-surface detail due to the doubling of travel time data points used in the inversion and to the increased spatial resolution caused by the model parameterization. These features take the form of flat or dipping isovelocity lines associated with high-velocity gradients and changes in the depth of isovelocity lines over small horizontal distances associated with lower-velocity gradients which are perhaps indicative of fault structures. Anticlinal and synclinal isovelocity features are evident in these models. Figures 6a and 8 display isovelocity lines for models 90 and 221 which have been slightly smoothed prior to contouring. Coefficients of 0.8 and 0.05 were used to weigh individual nodes and the four neighboring nodes respectively in order to enhance the geologic appearance of contour lines. Figure 7 displays triplets of numbers associated with each velocity node (unsmoothed) shallower than 18 km for model 90. The triplet of numbers are velocity (top), resolution (middle), and the standard deviation of the velocity (bottom).

The most noticeable feature of model 90 are the flat isovelocity lines between 100 and 200 km and southerly dipping isovelocity lines between 0 and 100 km at depths of 0-3 km. These features are associated with a high-velocity gradient of approximately 0.9 km/s/km. Between 0 and 50 km horizontally, there is a lower velocity gradient of approximately 0.25 km/s/km.
There are three prominent regions in model 90 where rapid changes in depth of isovelocity lines occur. Isovelocity lines with velocities near 5.5 km/s increase in depth from 3 to 6 km between 50 and 75 km. This change in depth is progressively smaller for velocities up to 5.9 km/s at a 9-km depth and constitutes a steeply dipping southern flank of a broader anticlinal feature in velocity. By 9 km depth, the isovelocity lines have flattened. Below 9 km, the velocity model is faster to the south as evidenced by the 6.0 and 6.5 km/s isovelocity lines in Figures 6a and 8. However, resolution deteriorates rapidly below 9 km depth.

A broad synclinal feature evident on isovelocity line contours with velocities of 5.0, 5.5, and 6.0 km/s is positioned horizontally between 125 and 175 km and at depths from 3 to 12 km. This feature blends into the steeply dipping anticlinal shaped contours centered at 50 km.

Major features of model 221, displayed in Figure 8 correlate with features described for model 90. The anticlinal structure centered between 25 and 75 km is evident at depths from 3 to 15 km. It is noticeable on isovelocity contours between 5.0 and 6.0 km/s. The top of the anticline at 3 km grades into a region of horizontal isovelocity lines between 25 and 63 km. Between 63 and 75 km contours near 4.5 km/s change depth between 1.5 and 3 km. Above 9 km the model is flat layered between 75 and 125 km. A synclinal structure is evident between 125 and 175 km at depths of 3-12 km. South of the anticline between depths of 9-16 km, contour lines shallow to the south for velocities in the range of 5.5-6.5 km/s.

Model 221 is vertically stratified, and three regions with different velocity gradients are evident. Between 0 and 1.5 km vertically and 100 and 200 km horizontally, velocities range from roughly 1.9 to 3.6 km/s. This region of the model has the highest velocity gradient of approximately 1.0 km/s/km. The region between 100 and 200 km horizontally and 1.5 and 3.0 km vertically has a gradient of .83 km/s/km with velocities increasing from 3.6 to 4.75 km/s. Below 3 km the velocity model has a significantly lower gradient of less than 0.3 km/s/km.

**DISCUSSION**

The usual measure of goodness of fit of a model is the match or mismatch between observed and predicted data. This goodness of fit will be discussed with respect to a root mean square travel time residual displayed in Figure 9 and the travel time fit of models 90 and 221 to profiles 5 and 16 shown in Figure 10. In addition, the significance of the improved data fit resulting from an increased number of nodes can be examined by an F test.

The starting 30-node model for the covariance weighted inversion has an RMS travel time residual of 0.28 s, largely due to mismatch of deeper model structures. The final 30-node inversion after three iterations has reduced the residual to 0.09 s. Interpolating a final model to construct a starting model with a greater number of nodes usually slightly increases the RMS residual. For instance, the 90-node starting model has a RMS residual of 0.104 s which is increased 0.014 from the 30-node model 221.

![Fig. 8. Contour diagram of isovelocity lines for model 221 with contour intervals of 0.5 km/s.](image)

![Fig. 10. Travel time fit to profiles 5 and 16 for (a) model 90 and (b) model 221.](image)
final model. After two iterations the RMS residual is reduced to 0.067 s. This is a 75% reduction of the original RMS error. Two iterations of a 171-node model and two iteration of a 221-node model further reduce this to 0.045 s, an 84% reduction of the original RMS error. At this point, we are within the range of the original estimated data standard error.

The general trend of travel times is matched by models 90 and 221 as displayed in Figures 10a and 10b. Model 221 is an improved fit due to decreased horizontal spacing between velocity nodes. The travel time picks from the inversion models have changes in slope in approximately the same positions as correlations described for profile 5 (Figure 3). Several travel time delays may be related to model features. Travel time delays seen in Figures 3 and 10a on profile 5 south are associated with low velocity flanks of the anticline pattern of isovelocity lines centered at 50 km. The large 0.7-s delay is possibly related to a fault structure between 67.5 and 75 km at depths of 1.5-3 km and also at greater depths to the southern flank of the anticlinal feature. The smaller travel time delay on Figure 3, correlations dd and ee between 20 and 30 km, is correlative with the northern flank of the anticlinal feature. The anticlinal shape of isovelocity lines thus appears to be a necessary feature of the model and not an oscillation due to low damping. The travel time signature of the syncline is more subtle: at 20 km from shot point 16, profile 16 south is 0.25 s slower than profile 16 north. These models show the improved travel time fit resulting from an increased number of model parameters in the inversion.

Although increasing the number of model parameters in the inversion results in an improved fit to the data, the question arises as to how significant this improvement is. The significance of the improved data fit resulting from an increased number of model parameters can be examined by an F test. The significance of improved data fit was tested using the best fit model resulting from the inclusion of 30, 90, 171, and 221 nodes. Each increase in model parameterization resulted in a significant difference between models as measured at a 5% significance level.

A difficulty arising from an increased number of spatial nodes is lower calculated resolution values. The 30-node model with lower damping used to construct model 90 maintained resolution values greater than 0.5 for all nodes above 12 km depth and to depths of 18 km for central nodes positioned at 100 km. Diagonal elements of the calculated resolution matrix for model 90 are displayed in Figure 7 and contoured in Figure 6b. For model 90, resolution values are above 0.5 for depths shallower than 9 km, taper toward the center of the model, and extend to a depth of 15 km at 150 km. Resolution values below 9 km decrease rapidly. Resolutions for model 221 again illustrate the decay of resolution inherent in continued decrease of velocity node intervals. Resolutions decrease below 0.5 for depths below 7.5 km tapering from the center and toward the sides of the model. Further decrease in horizontal node spacing rapidly deteriorates resolution.

Another indication of resolution is the ability of the inversion to resolve a perturbation of one velocity node in areas of the model with good ray coverage. A node in model 90 positioned horizontally at 50 and 6 km vertically was perturbed +0.1 km/s and then inverted for with the same ray geometry as model 90. This node has a resolution of 0.82 for model 90. In Figure 11, the inverted delta velocity model is contoured indicating the fidelity of the inversion. Ninety-two percent of the perturbed node is returned to the proper node position. The image is most diffused vertically with nodes with $\Delta v = -0.014$ km/s at 0 and 12 km depth.

The decay in resolution of model 90 as indicated by Figures 6b and 7 is also seen in the ray density contoured in Figure 12. This is a hit count of the number of rays falling within a rectangular box centered at a node position of equal area to the grid system used in the inversion. Ray hit count as seen in the ray density diagram decreases dramatically below 9 km for the northern portion of the model (0-100 km) and below 13.5 km for the southern portion of the model. Ray coverage shown in figure 5 matches the tapering of resolution in the center and sides of the model.

Using a stochastic interpretation, a damping value of 0.5 is derived from a normalized data error of 0.025 and an a priori model standard error of 0.05 km/s. The calculated a posteriori model errors then range between 0.01 km/s at the near surface and 0.05 km/s at depth. As resolution values decrease with depth, as evidenced by Figures 6b and 7, the a posteriori model covariance increases. The total model error is likely to be higher than this computed error due to approximations in the forward model specification. The final RMS travel time error of 0.045, for model 221, is within the range of estimated data error indicating the resolution of model features as currently parameterized has reached the limitations of the inversion process.

Model features of models 90 and 221 may be correlated with surface geology, well information, and the COCORP Ouachita Mountain reflection line. A schematic of these correlations is displayed in Figure 13a with model 221 in Figure 13b for comparison. The Ouachita COCORP reflection profile extends to 45 km from the northern end of the PASSCAL profile. From their surface geologic correlations of reflectors, the Stanley Shale, which is a Carboniferous flysch, outcrops from approximately the northernmost PASSCAL station south to 25
km. Mesozoic coastal plain sediments outcrop south of 25 km. Cenozoic sediments outcrop south of 90 km. Well information includes depths to geologic units for two wells near the southernmost extent of the COCORP profile and a sonic log for a well 30 km east of shot point 11 at 95 km from the northern end of the PASSCAL profile.

Woods and Addington [1973] published a NW-SE cross section from well information which interpreted a near vertical Triassic fault north of the Royston well indicated on Figures 2 and 13a. The well is positioned approximately 10 km east of shot point 8 at 65 km. Depths to the top of geologic units allow further geologic association of isovelocity lines. The top of the Carboniferous flysch is at 3.0 km depth. Another well, the Exxon Harris well, just northwest of the end of the COCORP line, encounters Carboniferous flysch at a depth of approximately 1 km indicating an offset of 2.0 km. Approximately 2 km of Triassic red bed sediments fill the faulted graben structure capped unconformably with Cretaceous sediments. The change of depth, seen most clearly on the 4.75 km/s isovelocity line and horizontally positioned between 62.5 and 75 km, may be correlated with Triassic rifting. South of this position, a negative gravity anomaly interpreted to be the signature of Triassic rifting [Kruger and Keller, 1986] intersects the profile.

The upper contact of the Carboniferous flysch, identifiable from surface geology and well information, can be correlated approximately with the 4.25 km/s isovelocity line north of the Triassic graben structure. In addition, a COCORP reflection interpreted as the top of the Carboniferous flysch when converted to depths using model 221 falls along the 4.25 km/s isovelocity line north of 45 km. South of the graben structure, the 4.75 km/s isovelocity line is in close agreement with the depth to the top of the Paleozoic.

Geologic units of the Carboniferous flysch younger than the Stanley Shale are unconformably overlain by Mesozoic sediments south of 25 km. The subsurface extent of the Carboniferous flysch is best indicated by the COCORP interpretation of the lower contact at the allochthonous Paleozoic Ouachita facies as an imbricate thrust fault [Lillie et al., 1983]. Below a time of 5 s on the COCORP reflection profile, a zone of low reflectivity may indicate the maximum depth of the Carboniferous flysch. When converted to depths using model 221, the lower flysch contact at 0 km along the PASSCAL profile extends to a depth of 12 km approximately along the fault drawn as a dashed line from 0 km in Figure 13a. In addition, this fault correlates with a shallow reflector observable on the stacked reflection profile of the PASSCAL Ouachita data [Plappert, 1988]. The Carboniferous flysch has an estimated thickness between 7.5 and 12.5 km [Graham et al., 1975]. These correlations suggest the Carboniferous flysch may extend to a depth of at least 12 km. The Paleozoic Ouachita facies which is several kilometers thick [Graham et al., 1975] exists below and north of the thrust fault indicated in Figure 13a.

On the basis of these geologic and geophysical correlations and model estimation of changes in velocity gradient, velocities may be associated with geologic units. Surface velocities in model 221 range between 1.8 and 2.0 km/s for the southern half of the PASSCAL experiment correlating with the surface outcropping of Cenozoic sediments. Between 75 and 200 km at depths of 0-1.5 km Cretaceous and Jurassic sediment velocities range from 2.0 to 3.5 km/s. Triassic rift sediments localized between 75 and 200 km, and depths of 1.5-3 km are imaged by velocities between 3.5 and 4.75 km/s. North of the possible fault structure between 62.5 and 75 km, velocities between 4.25 and 6.0 km/s are correlative with the Carboniferous flysch. South of the possible fault structure, the correlative velocities range between 4.75 and 6.0 km/s. The Paleozoic Ouachita facies may be correlative with velocities between 6.0 and 6.5 km/s at depths greater than 12 km.

The existence of sonic log data for a well located 30 km east of shot point 11 at 95 km from the northern end of the PASSCAL experiment allows comparison with velocity gradients for model 221 to a depth of 4.0 km (Chevron Oil Company; Cabe Land Company well Et Al 1, Arkansas). Velocities were determined at 0.1-km depth intervals from the sonic log. Velocity gradients are in close agreement for depths below 1.5 km. Near surface sonic log velocities of 1.2 km/s for depths less than 0.2 km yield a larger gradient than that from model 221 between 0 and 1.5 km. Although the sonic log velocities exhibit more scatter, the agreement in velocities and gradients confirm the inversion model results. These differences are expected due to averaging caused by a 1.5-km vertical velocity node spacing especially for the near surface.

Although the model parameterization has not allowed velocity discontinuities, it is reasonable to interpret depth offset of isovelocity lines as indicators of fault structure, where
independent geophysical corroboration exists. Two normal faults associated with the Triassic graben structure are schematically drawn in Figure 13a. Fault features not corroborated by well data are dashed. The thrust fault associated with Paleozoic sediments has already been discussed. The normal fault offsetting the Carboniferous flysch at approximately 65 km is confirmed by nearby well data from the Royston and Harris well and is inferred to extend at depth into the Paleozoic sediments. [Lillie et al., 1983; Woods and Addington, 1973]. Its extension is based on offsets between 50 and 75 km on isovelocity contours greater than 5.0 km/s. It is geologically reasonable for normal faulting occurring later in geologic time than the allochthonous overthrusting of the Paleozoic sediments to also offset the deeper Paleozoic strata. The interpretation of normal faulting to offset the southern flank of the synclinal feature centered at 150 km is based on raytrace forward modeling [Jardine, 1988].

Often velocity models are displayed without indication of degrees of confidence for individual model parameters. The calculation of resolution and model errors allow a determination of model reliability. The decay of resolution with depth in Figures 6b and 7 as well as the increase in standard error indicate that confidence in model parameters also decreases with depth. Diagonal elements of the resolution matrix below a value of 0.5 are poorly constrained and are less reliable, even though travel times associated with deeper rays are matched. Model features associated with the Triassic graben structure are above a resolution value of 0.75 and are thus well constrained. Due to the poor sampling and resolution of deeper portions of the model, one must be cautious about drawing tectonic inferences from deeper model structure. Detailed modeling of the lower crust and Moho reflected phases are necessary to further constrain tectonic models.

**SUMMARY**

In this paper, a first arrival travel time inversion of the PASSCAL Ouachita data has been performed. Data correlations have been supplemented based on reciprocity relationships in order to delineate possible fault related structures as well as deeper crustal structure. Inversion models which provide the least detail (100 km by 3 km velocity grid) have acceptable spatial detail via decreased node spacing leads to a decreased calculated resolution of model parameters. Data correlations enhanced by reciprocity information are consistent, lead to plausible velocity models, and match travel time information. Inversion of first arrival travel time data quantitatively models multiple source and receiver geometries and allows statistical estimation of the goodness of fit of model parameters.

Inversion results allow for correlation of geologic units with seismic velocities and image a Paleozoic basin and Triassic rift graben buried beneath Mesozoic and Cenozoic sediments. Normal faulting associated with the Triassic graben and the thrust faulting within the Paleozoic sediments may be correlated between depth offset of isovelocity lines and other geophysical data. Anticlinal and synclinal model features may be related to inferred fault structures. Detailed modeling of lower crustal and Moho reflected phases is necessary in order to further delineate tectonic structure.

**APPENDIX**

Since the formula relating resolution to covariance in this paper is not commonly used, a review of its derivation and significant based on Tarantola [1987] and Nowack and Lutter [1988b] follows. Solving the linear forward problem $A m = d$ is equivalent to maximizing the probability density representing a priori information

$$ f(m) = \text{const} \exp (-S(m)) $$

where $S(m)$ is the quadratic function

$$ S(m) = \frac{1}{2} \left[ (A m - d_{obs})^T C_d^{-1} (A m - d_{obs}) + (m - m_0)^T C_m^{-1} (m - m_0) \right] $$

The maximum likelihood inversion minimizes $S(m)$ leading to the solution

$$ m = (A^T C_d^{-1} A + C_m^{-1})^{-1} A^T C_d^{-1} d_{obs} $$

Expressing the a posteriori model covariance as

$$ C'_m = (A^T C_d^{-1} A + C_m^{-1})^{-1} A^T C_d^{-1} A $$

leads to the result that the a posteriori probability density in the model space is Gaussian when the forward problem is linear.

$$ f(m) = \text{const} \exp \left(-\frac{1}{2} (m - m_0)^T C_m^{-1} (m - m_0) \right) $$

The resolution may be expressed in terms of a priori model and data covariance as

$$ R = A C_d^{-1} A = (A^T C_d^{-1} A + C_m^{-1})^{-1} A^T C_d^{-1} A $$

The a posteriori covariance may be calculated from the a priori covariance and resolution by the rearrangement of equation (A5) [see Tarantola, 1987]

$$ C'_m = R (I - R) C_m $$

The formula often used to to calculate the a posteriori covariance [Ellsworth and Koyanagi, 1977] is $C'_m = R (I - R) C_m$. In formula (A6), for the a posteriori covariance, $C'_m$ goes to $C_m$ as $R$ goes to 0.
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